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I. Introdu tion

ODERN Computer Networks are omplex
entities that provide a wide-variety of servi es. The popularity of the Internet, ele troni
ommer e, orporate networks and distributed
omputing has aused a proliferation of the information transmitted through these networks,
the onsequen e of whi h, is a higher premium
on network se urity. The availability of valuable information on modern omputer networks
has lead to a proportionate in rease in the omplexity and variety of network intrusions. Classi al se urity me hanisms like rewalls, end-toend en ryption and authenti ation have their
own sus eptibilities. Firewalls are unable to look
at the data ontent of pa kets passing through
them without su ering signi ant drop in data
throughput. They are also extremely vulnerable to denial of servi e atta ks as well as atta ks that ome from inside the rewall. Endto-end en ryption or authenti ation algorithms
are severely hindered by the la k of a publi
key infrastru ture over the Internet. NetworktraÆ surveillan e and intrusion-dete tion systems (IDS) have a ru ial role to play in dete ting su h network intrusions in real-time. Besides
providing suÆ ient information tra e information to tra k the sour e of su h \atta ks", an IDS
an possibly ameliorate the e e ts by exe uting
timely prevention measures su h as ltering data
from \suspi ious" sour es.
Intrusion Dete tion is the pro ess or the art
of dete ting inappropriate, in orre t or anomalous a tivity on a omputer system or network
of omputer systems. This proje t on entrates
primarily on network-based intrusion dete tion,
whi h is the art of dete ting atta ks that are exe uted a ross a network. The omplementary
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problem of dete ting host-based intrusions is an
equally interesting problem. Several approa hes
to dete t host based intrusions exist [14℄, [2℄.
One su h approa h, expert-BSM[14℄ uses a seurity \monitor"' that sifts through system all
tra es and other operating system audit apabilities attempting to nd a mat h with any of the
known intrusion \signatures" that are en oded
in its database. Network Vulnerability analysis
(SAINT[22℄, SATAN[23℄) is another omplementary problem that involves estimation of the efien y of network se urity measures by a tively
probing for known vulnerabilities.
Commer ial tools to dete t network-based intrusions (NFR[15℄, NIDES [16℄, Emerald[7℄) as
well as several resear h prototypes (Bro[19℄)
fun tion by olle ting network traÆ into re ords
and analyzing these re ords. Colle tion of
re ords ould be done by installing at every networked host, modules that olle t data
sent/re eived from the NIC of the host or by establishing stand-alone systems in ea h broad ast
segment of the network, that olle t the data
that passes on this segment. Analysis of network data, so- olle ted, ould be done either in
real-time or in bat h mode. Further there are
two major approa hes that ould be used in the
analysis of this data: Misuse based (also referred
to as Signature or Knowledge based) or Anomaly
based (also referred to as Behavior based or Statisti al).
Misuse-based systems are expert systems that
ontain a vast database of signatures of known
atta ks. Candidate data is pattern-mat hed
with these signatures and a mat h is agged
as an intrusion of the orresponding type.
Su h systems usually in lude spe i ation languages to en ode atta k signatures and interpreters/ ompilers that apply the generated
atta k-signature- lters on the andidate data.

Several su h systems exist vaying in the easeof-use, expressiveness, simpli ity of the spe i ation languages and the eÆ ien y of their exe ution environments. The great power of su h
systems lies in their ability to a urately identify
all known atta ks by en oding signatures of these
atta ks. However these systems are insensitive
to new atta ks and variants of older atta ks that
are not en oded in the signature database. As a
signi ant amount of programmer e ort needs to
be spent in en oding the many variants of some
more omplex atta ks, automati generation of
signatures through data mining and other mahine learning algorithms has ome into vogue.
Alternatively, Anomaly-based systems use
large amounts of training data to build pro les
for normal a tivity. A mis-mat h of the andidate data with its orresponding pro le is signalled as an intrusion. Su h an approa h has the
advantage of requiring less human e ort and has
a higer sensitivity to to new atta ks or those atta ks whose signatures have not been en oded.
On the ip side, the training data has to be
suÆ iently exhaustive in order to onstru t an
a urate pro le, and there is the possibility of
false positives. Further data-mining algorithms
that generate pro les from data-sets have time
omplexity O(n3 ) or higher 1 . The Argus ar hite ture has a set of distributed loosely oupled
analyzing agents, ea h of whi h, ould be either
knowledge-based or anomaly-based. Su h a design hoi e allows us to a hieve a \good" balan e
exploiting the strengths of both these kinds of
systems.
The data olle ted an be analyzed in a distributed fashion at the point-of- apture or ould
be dispat hed to a entralized authority that is
responsible for analysis. Distributed analysis requires signi ant omputational power at ea h
apturing node and may not be able to e e tively tra k orrelated atta ks unless all the omponents of the atta k o ur under the aegis of a
single system. Analysis by a entralized authority allows per eption of orrelated atta ks but
levies a signi ant ommuni ation overhead, as
the olle ted traÆ or orresponding ompa ted
re ords need to be transported to the entralized authority. Argus has \Managers" that a t as
stripped-down variants of the entralized authority. While retaining the advantage of distributed
analysis, Argus exploits the IDXP[9℄ framework
to enable atta k orrelation at the managers with
limited ommuni ation overhead.
1n

= size of dataset

Bat h mode analysis of network traÆ implies
that the olle ted traÆ re ords are ompa ted
and stored for analysis at a later time. Su h
an approa h has the advantage that omputational resour es, that ould be better used, are
not \wasted" during the a tual time of an atta k and is appropriate for passive avors of IDS
whose primary fun tion is surveillan e. On the
other hand, the design obje tives of most IDS'es2
in lude atta k response or real-time reporting of
atta ks and thus real-time analysis is more popular apart from being interesting and useful. Consequently, Argus performs real-time analysis.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In Se tion II, we des ribe the multi-agent ar hite ture of Argus and the rationale behind the
hoi e of the individual omponents involved in
this ar hite ture. In Se tion III, we des ribe the
design and onstru tion of ea h of the individual omponents of Argus. Se tion IV do uments
the results of the various experiments performed
with Argus. Se tion V brie y des ribes other
e orts at building intrusion dete tion systems.
Se tion VI nally on ludes with an enumeration
of avenues for future resear h in this domain.
II. Ar hite ture

Argus uses a hybrid ar hite ture onsisting of
both misuse-based agents and anomaly-dete tion
agents that use data mining. We have used Network Flight Re order (NFR) as the knowledgebased omponent in Argus. Before we des ribe
the ar hite ture of Argus in detail, we would like
to summarize the features of NFR, evaluate its
strengths and argue why knowledge-based systems like NFR, and most ommer ial IDS'es, are
not suÆ ient for e e tive intrusion dete tion.
A. Ba kground: NFR Des ription and Evaluation

NFR is primarily a knowledge-based system
with three basi omponents: the IDA, the administrative onsole and the entral station. It
uses a spe i ation language alled N-Code, similar to PERL in basi stru ture, to en ode atta k signatures. The IDA (Intrusion Dete tion
Applian e) is the heart of NFR that ontains atta k signatures en oded in N-Code, the N-Code
parser that transforms the atta k signatures into
suitable lters and the NFR engine whi h sni s
pa kets, leanses and ondenses these pa kets
into a form that ould be passed through the
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de ned hierar hy of lters. The IDA updates its
database with alerts based on atta ks dete ted
by the lters as well as statisti al information
about the network and also runs a GUI server
that allows administrative onsoles, on e authenti ated, to query the IDA's alerts/statisti al information database and hange the IDA's on guration. Administrative Consoles are lightweight
managers that administer the IDA, allowing
users to remotely hange its on guration, as
well as view alerts and statisti al information
about the network. They ould possibly be loated anywhere on the Internet (with proper
HTTP-Proxy on guration). Central stations
are an o shoot of the need for distributed deployment, that ame as an after-thought to NFR, and
the need for ba kward ompatibility that aused
the administrative onsole to be able to talk to
only a single IDA at a time. They also serve the
purpose of giving a uni ed view of the data olle ted from multiple IDAs and present a single
interfa e to spe ify dire tives to multiple IDAs.
While NFR ould be deployed in several ongurations (swit hed, bridged, stand-alone, mul-

tiple to name a few), we deployed it in a standalone on guration (single IDA) with multiple
administrative onsoles.
The strength of NFR is in its pre-bundled Node modules that are very extensive and ontain signatures for almost all known popular atta ks. It uses a lever ar hite ture that makes
it eÆ ient and responsive. These were the main
reasons for our hoi e of NFR as the knowledgebased omponent of Argus. However NFR alone
is not a pana ea. We have identi ed several inadequa ies, whi h we have tried to address through
Argus. Most of these inadequa ies also apply to
knowledge-based IDS'es in general.
1. There is no built-in me hanism that automati ally generates rules, either for new atta ks
or for more ompli ated atta ks. NFR is thus,
fairly stati and la ks adaptability. The only
me hanism for modifying existing rules or adding
new rules is to manually generate N- ode signatures and manually deploy this ode at the IDA
through the administrative onsole. This manual
oding of the signatures of new atta ks would inevitably be a tiresome e ort, but the inability to

dete t hitherto unknown atta ks is a still more
ru ial issue and an only be solved by ontinuous painful vigilan e on part of the system administrator/NFR's human operator towards new
atta ks that sprout up.
2. Knowledge-based intrusion dete tion systems
fun tion using thresholds for a eptable limits of
various system and network parameters. Sin e
these values are also set manually, hanging the
sensitivity of the IDS a ording to the urrently
per eived threat-level automati ally is not possible. A ontinuously learning rule generator that
drives the analyzers and a managing omponent
that orrelates alert information from distributed
dete tion agents, and in turn hanges their sensitivity would do away with the above two inadequa ies.
3. The only response to atta k dete tion in NFR
is to trigger real-time alerts on the administrative
onsole or e-mail the alert information to spe i ed authority. Most atta ks either need alternate real-time proof to be gathered or an a tive
response to be taken, both of whi h NFR fails to
provide. These responses gain in importan e as
they would do away with the need for real-time
human intervention in atta k dete tion.
4. Signature mat hing at the various IDAs is
done in isolation. Hen e an NFR ar hite ture
would be vulnerable to distributed atta ks, i.e.
an atta k with several phases may be exe uted
su h that no single IDA views all of the individual phases. An instan e of this ase is when
multiple entry-points exist into a network. A
Denial-of-Servi e atta k might be arried out on
a target inside the network that would es ape
the isolated IDAs installed on ea h of the entry
points.

about suspi ious events would solve the problem to a large extent. Argus uses a me hanism that involves storing of su h information
at the manager. Re eipt of subsequent warnings
are mat hed onto earlier relevant warnings that
might together onstitute a possible atta k.
B. Design of Argus

Figure 1 shows the overall ar hite ture of Argus. As we have des ribed above, NFR is purely
knowledge-based and su ers from some weaknesses. We have designed a multi-tier ar hite ture that has several omponents, one of whi h
is NFR, though it ould be any knowledge-based
IDS. This ar hite ture attempts to over ome the
weaknesses of NFR and provides an intrusion dete tion system that is mu h more omprehensive, distributed, s alable, eÆ ient and adaptive.
Here we des ribe the broad design of Argus. Details of various omponents and spe i
hoi es
made in the prototype implementation are des ribed in Se tion III.
Argus employs an agent-based ar hite ture
with the low-level agents having suÆ ient omplexity and strength so that the ar hite ture
is truly distributed, and not pseudo-distributive
where all the omputations are e e tively done
by the entral servers. Hen e there is a fairly
uniform load sharing. A distributed hierar hy of
agents is used, with integration of data-mining
agents for in reasing the adaptability of the system. The data-mining omponents not only generate rules representing a normal pro le but also
generate feedba k for knowledge-based omponents, in the form of rules that en ode signatures
of new atta ks. These rules an then be used to
update the rule database of the knowledge-based
Even if a rule that mat hes an atta k exists, a omponent like NFR. The output of the anomaly
distributed exe ution of individual stages of the dete tion agents also serves as a feedba k to the
atta k might pass undete ted. For example, if data-mining (learning) agents for ontinuously
a rule mat hes an atta k that onsists of two updating and improving the normal pro le.
phases (a) orrupting the .rhosts le of a reThe lowest level agents in the ar hite ture are
mote ma hine (b) using the hange to exploit data- leansers, whi h interfa e with the physweaknesses on that ma hine, then the observa- i al medium (network) and olle t the infortion of the rst phase should ause a height- mation to be utilized by the analyzers. The
ened suspi ion of a tivity that would o ur later. information from the network ould be exLater a tivity if performed through the aegis of a tra ted through alls to t pdump, or through
di erent IDA than the one through whi h phase a ustom implementation of sni ers using the
(a) had been done, would pass un-noti ed. The Berkeley Pa ket Filter (BPF) library and
only alerts that NFR would generate would be libp ap.
This output is ondensed into
one of its IDAs seeing a hange in a .rhosts onne tion re ords that ontain values of the
le. Further utilization of this exploit annot ne essary onne tion features. Feature sele tion
be dete ted by NFR. A distributed ar hite ture is a ru ial aspe t and our methodology is exthat allows for analyzers to ex hange information plained in Se tion III.

The onne tion re ords are then supplied to
the higher-level analyzing agents. Conne tion
re ords may be of di erent types depending on
the hoi e of onne tion features that ea h analyzer agent would need. For instan e, the re ords
for the knowledge-based omponents, may be a
little less omprehensive, while those used by
learning agents and anomaly dete tors need to
ontain a lot more temporal and statisti al information.
The Analyzing agents an be one of the following three types.
1. Misuse dete tors
2. Anomaly dete tors
3. Learning engines
The misuse dete tors ould be the analyzer
omponents in a knowledge-based intrusion dete tion system, like NFR i.e. NFR ould be a
unit that omprises of both a misuse-dete tor
and the orresponding data- leanser. Su h o the-shelf omponents need to be en apsulated
with lightweight drivers that interfa e these systems with Argus. Details about the driver onstru tion for NFR are des ribed in Se tion III.
The intera tion between the agents and the manager o urs through IDXP (Intrusion Dete tion
Ex hange Proto ol). These misuse dete tion
agents, or in our ase, drivers for third-party
misuse dete tion systems, need to have translators that translate the rules that are output
from learning engines into lters in the signature
spe i ation language (N-Code for NFR).
The learning agents and the anomaly dete tion agents are losely inter-related in that the
latter is an exe ution environment for rules generated by the former. It is assumed that the
learning agents would use a lassi ation algorithm (like RIPPER [4℄). Learning agents are
data-mining omponents that are trained on the
network data. These lassi ation algorithms
take as input normal network traÆ data and
generate the set of rules hara terizing the normal a tivity. These rules are then passed to
the anomaly agents whi h apply them on onne tion re ords. Learning agents have the ability to generate rules for both anomaly dete tion agents (rules hara terizing normal a tivity) and knowledge-based agents (rules hara terizing some abnormal a tivity, generated using
suÆ ient amount of tagged abnormal data, and
lots of normal data.)
The rules for normal data are dynami ally forwarded by the learning agents to the managers,
whi h then distribute them to all the anomaly

dete tion agents. The alerts are forwarded by
the anomaly dete tors to the managers. If the
manager rati es an alert as an intrusion, the data
( onne tion re ords) of the alert is automati ally
sent to the learning agent that uses it to generate
new rules for the knowledge-based omponent,
hara terizing this new found atta k. The new
rules are then distributed to the misuse-dete tion
agents through the manager using the ommuni ation framework of IDXP. This provides for
adaptability in the system.
The learning agents also regularly get normal
network traÆ data from the anomaly analyzers, so that the normal pro le is kept up-todate. Depending on the nature of the lassifying
algorithm in use, it may or may-not-be possible to in rementally update rules that are on e
generated. In the ase wherein in remental updates are not possible, the learning agents an be
taught to ommen e new rule generation after a
suÆ ient amount of new normal data has been
obtained. Further some form of aging me hanism ould be applied to use various sets of rules
in on ordan e with ea h other, with more importan e to more re ent rule set.
Argus also supports dynami deployment of
agents and load balan ing proportional to the
threat per eption, as envisaged in [11℄.
The next higher level in this hierar hy of distributed agents, ould be managers or aggregating analyzers. These agents are responsible for
o-ordinating data- ow between the exe ution
agents (both anomaly and misuse) and the learning agents, and also for dete ting distributed atta ks. The warnings from the individual systems
are stored with these agents and new warnings
are used to identify similar previous warnings.
Further this level ould be split up into a multilevel heirar hy of aggregators as exists in the system des ribed in [11℄. Intera tion between the
managers, higher-level analyzers and the rest of
the system is through IDXP.
III. Argus Innards

We now des ribe the details of the various
omponents of Argus, along with the spe i s
used in the prototype system that we have implemented.
A. Intrusion Dete tion Ex hange Proto ol (IDXP)
IDXP (earlier Intrusion Alert Proto ol, or
IAP) is a proto ol designed by the Intrusion Dete tion Working group of the Internet Engineering Task For e (IETF). It is des ribed in the in-

ternet draft [9℄. As the name suggests, it is the
result of an e ort to provide a standard means of
ommuni ation among heterogeneous agents and
managers that form an IDS, and among multiple
IDS'es over typi al Internet deployment s enarios, wherein either the manager or the analyzer
ould be inside prote ted networks that prohibit
in- oming onne tions. At least one of them has
to be on a network that allows in- oming onne tions dire ted to its host (alternatively a gateway might a ept onne tions on behalf of an
en losed node). Our de ision to use IDXP stems
mainly from our e ort to keep our implementation as onformant to the standards as possible,
so that third party omponents an be plugged
in easily for extension.
What IDXP provides: IDXP is a pseudoHTTP appli ation layer proto ol that uses
Transport Layer Se urity (TLS) [6℄ as the transport layer proto ol in order to ensure se urity
of the message transfers. IDWG also de nes a
standard XML format for the a tual transfer of
data, alled Intrusion Dete tion Ex hange Format[5℄. This data ould be alert information sent
by analyzers to the managers, and o asionally
updates sent by the managers to the analyzers.
What IDXP does not provide: IDXP is only a
proto ol that simply des ribes the message stru tures for ex hange of information between analyzers and managers in a distributed intrusion
dete tion system. What it does not des ribe are
the semanti s and implementation details of this
ommuni ation. A lot of these issues are left
for the implementer to ta kle. For example, in
a typi al s enario, we would require a two-way
onne tion between the analyzer and the manager: one way for sending the alert information
and other for sending the updates (new rule sets
et .). But a given IDXP onne tion allows for
only one-way ommuni ation. Also, in the presen e of a rewall, it is quite possible that only
the analyzers might be able to open onne tions
with the hosts outside the rewall (whi h in lude
the hosts running managers). These issues add
further omplexity to the implementation. Our
prototype handles these and other issues as des ribed next. We also des ribe the inferen es we
have made that might be bene tial to anyone interested in an implementation of IDXP, in luding
the reation of an entity alled the IDXP daemon
that is geared to onserve network bandwidth.
A ommon observation is that in web-servers,
regardless of the request-load, network bandwidth usually proves to be the bottlene k re-

sour e. Whi hever side of the alert hierar hy,
Argus Managers or Argus Analyzers, a ts as
the server for an IDXP Conne tion (sender of
alert/update data, not the entity re eiving onne tion request) would experien e load similar
to a web-server. Further, we assume that in
general more than one manager/analyzer agent
ould be running on the same host. This would
be the ase when there is a parti ular high-end
system that performs most of the analysis, or if
several managers are lo ated on the same thirdparty managing-servi e-provider. Thus we relegate both managers and analyzers to a subordinate role and instead run IDXP daemons on
ea h host that runs an Argus entity. This is also
needed for lo ation dis overy of various Argus
entities. Other possibilities in lude an appli ation listening on a standard port that reponds
to queries about lo ation of lo al agents, and
pre- on gured information about ports of individual agents stored with all ounterparts that
would need to ommuni ate with them. These
other possibilities were rather in exible, and our
hoi e had the advantage that data that is to
be sent to multiple agents on the same host will
now need to be sent to the daemon on e (with
proper options set in the message). The protool is symmetri , hen e the daemons on manager
and sensor/analyzer ends are identi al. All the
entities in our prototype were multithreaded for
eÆ ien y.
Further, the onne tion between the agent
and the manager might go through one or more
proxies, i.e. the onne tion initiator may be
behind a rewall that prohibits dire t onne tions to external hosts. Thus our prototype uses
an appli ation-level proxy alled IDXP Proxy.
Ea h agent is presented upon initialization with
a proxy-url (proxy ip and port) and a string of
no-proxy suÆxes/pre xes/exa t-mat hes, whi h
lists the hosts to whi h dire t onne tion an
be established. This part of the fun tionality of
the agent (proxy-intera tion) is similar to a typi al Web browser. The details of the individual
pa ket headers and the sequen e of pa kets are
in [9℄.
IDXP uses Transport Layer Se urity [6℄ to establish se ure onne tions for data transfer, and
also requires ea h ommuni ating entity to have
an X.509 erti ate and a publi key-private key
pair. We use the OpenSSL[17℄ library for these
tasks.
Ea h Argus entity has an IDXP Agent omponent (implemented as a thread in our prototype)

that interfa es the agent with the lo al IDXP
daemon. In all the ommuni ation, an agent is
identi ed using the host IP and a 16-bit lo alagent identi er unique on a given host. Data an
be sent to remote agents in two ways: a tively if a
onne tion to the remote agent an be initiated,
or passively if that is not possible. In the latter ase the messages are sent to the lo al IDXP
daemon for safe-keeping until the remote agent
asks the daemon for any outstanding messages
for it. Re eiving data is also done similarly in
two ways: making onne tions to remote IDXP
daemons for outstanding messages, or getting
messages from the lo al IDXP Daemon. Without going into the details, whi h would be too
many to mention here, we would like to mention
that the IDXP daemon based IDXP framework
helped solve many implementation issues in our
prototype. Some details are provided in [24℄.
B. Learning Agents
The Learining Agents use a state-of-the-art
rule based learning algorithm alled RIPPER [4℄.
We also onsidered C4.5rules [20℄ as an alternative, but found our implementation of RIPPER
to be faster. The rule generation system works
in two modes. In the rst mode, it takes as input the onne tion re ords of the normal network traÆ , and generates rules hara terizing
the normal traÆ pro le. These rules are used
by the Anomaly Dete tion Agents for dete ting
deviations from the normal. In the se ond mode,
the rule generation system takes as input the
onne tion re ords of the normal network traÆ
along with tagged anomalous onne tion re ords,
and generates rules that onstitute the signature
for the anomaly. These rules are used to generate
new N-Code lters for NFR.
B.1 Rule Generation Using RIPPER
RIPPER is an eÆ ient rule learning algorithm,
whi h produ es very low error rates even on noisy
data. It is a generalized algorithm and has to be
suitably modi ed when applied on a parti ular
domain. In our ase, this domain omprises of
onne tion re ords of network traÆ .
Ea h onne tion re ord is transformed into a
set of attributes. The attributes are either disrete or ontinuous. The obje tive of the rule
learning algorithm is to generate rules to lassify onne tion re ords (spe i ed as sets of attributes) into a set of lasses.
The system is provided with the example data
set on whi h to learn in the form of a olle tion

of re ords, ea h re ord ontaining the values for
the various attributes and the lass this re ord
belongs to. We used the FOILv6 [21℄ tool for
the rule growing stage in the algorithm. For a
more detailed des ription of our spe ialization of
RIPPER, refer to [24℄.
B.2 Rules for Normal Pro le
As des ribed earlier, ea h onne tion re ord
is suitably transformed into a set of attributes
for the learning and lassi ation algorithms to
work on them. For the mode when the rule
learning system has to generate rules hara terizing the normal pro le, appropriate lass and
attribute stru ture is required with the example
data set omprising entirely of normal TCP traf. The set of attributes are the various elds
of the onne tion re ords ex ept from the servi e (destination port). The destination ports
form the lasses, with all the user-de ned, nonstandard ports being lubbed together into one
lass. Thus we have lasses of the form ftp, telnet, non-standard et . The rules generated take
the elds of a onne tion re ord (with the destination port eld removed) and predi t lass (destination port). A on den e fa tor based on the
number of test ases handled orre tly by a rule
is asso iated with ea h rule. These rules are then
used by the Anomaly Dete tion Engines. This
on den e fa tor is used to arbitrate when more
than one rules mat h a given onne tion re ord.
B.3 Rules for Atta k Signatures
In this ase the example data set ontains
a ombination of onne tion re ords of normal
TCP traÆ and some onne tion re ords of some
anomalous a tivity. The examples of normal
traÆ labeled as belonging to one lass, say normal, and example(s) of anomalous traÆ labeled
as belonging to the other lass, say anomalous.
The rule set generated a t as a signature for the
anomalous a tivity and is used to generate new
N- ode lters for NFR.
C. The Data Cleansers
Data leansers, shown in Figure 2(a), are the
low level agents that are responsible for the onstru tion of TCP onne tion re ords. Argus'
Anomaly agents urrently handle atta ks that
use TCP at the transport layer. We believe that
very similar extensions ould be in orporated to
handle atta ks at the level of network protools and other transport layer proto ols and that
most modern atta ks use TCP at the transport

(a) Working of the Data Cleanser

(b) Working of the Anomaly Dete tor
Fig. 2.

layer. We rst des ribe the features we sele ted
to adequately represent TCP onne tion information and then des ribe a t pdump based implementation that onstru ts onne tion re ords,
onsisting of the desired features, from t pdump
output.
C.1 Feature Sele tion
The importan e, diÆ ulty and our implementation of feature sele tion will be dis ussed here.
Features are the predi ates on whi h rules will be
framed, i.e. for example let the number of halfopen onne tion requests re eived in the last se ond be a feature F. Then rules will be generated
using the value for F as a predi ate, su h as
if (F

 5) then SYN FLOOD .

It is usually a pretty diÆ ult task to identify the
orre t set of features, espe ially features that
in orporate temporal and statisti al information
su h as data traÆ , in bytes, on the user-ports in
the last n se onds, number of un-wanted syn-a ks
re eived by httpd in the last n se onds et . The
following is a des ription of the set of features
that we found to be e e tive after experimentation.

1. State of onne tion establishment: This is a
parameter that ould be one of the following values, (a) onne tion reje ted: a SYN pa ket was
replied with a RST, (b) onne tion attempted
but not established: a SYN pa ket was sent
but never got a SYN ACK response, we use the
standard value of TCP Conne tion timeout on
linux ma hines to weed out onne tion re ords
that are stale for greater than TCP Conne tion timeout duration, i.e. the last update on
this onne tion re ord o urred later than TCP
Conne tion timeout duration in the past and
( )un-wanted syn a knowledgement re eived: a
SYN ACK pa ket was found on the network that
responded to a non-existent SYN
2. State of onne tion losure: This too is a
parameter that ould take one of several values, (a)normal lose: FIN pkts sent out by
both sides and all data pa kets have been a knowledged, (b)dis onne tion: either by stale
timeout, or by a re onne tion attempt on the
same sr port; dest port; sr ip; dest ip
pair, i.e. one of the sides su ered a dis onne tion
but the other side still assumes that the onne tion is established, ( )abort: one of the host's
auses the onne tion to abort by sending a RST

ag a ross and all data pa kets are a knowledged
and (d)half- losed: only one side of the onne tion has sent a FIN and the other side has either
gone quite for greater than TCP TIME WAIT
timeout duration.
3. resent rate: The number of bytes that have
been resent, ontrol pa kets ount as one byte.
4. wrong resent rate: The number of bytes that
have been wrongly resent, i.e. they were sent
even after being a ked.
5. dupli ate ACK rate: This ounts the number
of dupli ate a ks re eived.
6. hole rate: Dupli ate ACKs are seen as
an indi ator that holes have formed at the
re eiver's end.
This estimates the sum
of the sizes of the holes, hole-size is approximated as the (seq number sent forward)
+(data bytes sent forward)
(dupli ate a k seq number). This is an approximation as it only estimates the maximum size of
the hole that may be formed as pa kets re eived
out of sequen e are not a knowledged in TCP.
7. data bytes sent in either dire tion: Lots of
onne tions with very little data being sent
might be probes (if not telnet pa kets).
8. per entage of data pa kets: The per entage of
data pa kets in a TCP onne tion is usually very
spe i to the type of appli ation that runs on
the spe i standard port.
9. per entage of ontrol pa kets: It an safely be
assumed that for \normal" onne tions of a spei type (determined based on the server port
they asso iate with), these per entages should be
fairly onstant. Hen e a deviation might be an
anomaly.
10. number of onne tion establishment errors in
the last n se onds: Indi ative of the type of traÆ
on the segment, will lead to false alarms in ase
of a network partition.
11. all other errors in the last n se onds: Again
indi ative of the healthiness of the network traf. These temporal information give a ontext
for ea h onne tion re ord within whi h it ould
be analyzed. Contextual information would be
ne essary as stray errors might be negle ted but
many errors within a short span of time are suggestive of something shy going on in the network.
12. onne tions to designated system servi es in
the last n se onds: Again ontribute ontextual
information.
13. onne tions to user appli ations in the last
n se onds: Context, re e tive of the type of a tivity on the network. For orporate networks, a

sudden in rease in traÆ on user ports an safely
be agged an intrusion (unless a new appli ation
has been installed that uses this port).
14. averages of onne tion duration and data
bytes over all onne tions in the last n se onds:
This an readily be linked up with building temporal pro les for the network, i.e. a large amount
of network traÆ at an unusual time an easily
be agged as an intrusion.
15. averages of onne tion duration and data
bytes over all onne tions to the same destination in the last n se onds: Can possibly identify hot-ma hines and not-so-hot ma hines besides building up temporal pro les for traÆ to
ea h of these ma hines. Any attempt at intrusion unless it is on very busy ports (or the atta ker is very patient) is assured to ause large
u tuations in this parameter
16. averages of onne tion duration and data
bytes over all onne tions to the same servi e:
This ould be re e tive of probes trying to pi k
out vulnerabilities in known servi es.
It should be noted that the hoi e of the above
is motivated by experiments. Re nement of
these features would require greater insights into
individual atta ks, but the idea behind statisti al anomaly dete tion is to do away with unne essary or exorbitant human e ort. So an intermediate ourse must be stru k. While, it is
our rm belief that the above set of features is
not the omplete set of \sound" features, experiments show that they perform \fairly well".
C.2 Generation of Conne tion Re ords

The present impelementation ompa ts t p
pa ket header information generated by t pdump exe uting in the mode wherein relative sequen e numbers are suppressed.
Ea h line of the t pdump is parsed for the required values. A map of onne tions that are
a tive at any point of time are maintained by simultaneously updating the state of both ends of
the TCP onne tion whenever a pa ket belonging to this onne tion is seen by t pdump. The
required values are stored for ea h a tive onne tion.
When a onne tion is losed, either su essfully or erroneously(timeout, RST), the onne tion re ord is timestamped and transferred from
the a tive queue to one whi h stores onne tions
ompleted in the last 'n' se onds.
Whenever a new entry is made into the ve tor ontaining the onne tions de-a tivated in
the last n se onds, this ve tor is made urrent

i.e. onne tions that have been de-a tivated at
a time that is earlier than n se onds from the
present time are moved onto stable storage. After updation of this set of onne tion re ords,
the existing set of re ords is used as the basis
for al ulating values that make up the temporal
and statisti al i.e. ontextual information of the
urrently de-a tivated re ord. Re ords that have
passed into the stable storage are passed onto the
anomaly dete ting engines as shown in Figure 1.
One major issue of on ern is the over- owing
of bu ers that ould o ur if the output of t pdump is reated at a mu h qui ker rate than the
rate at whi h onne tions ould be leaned and
ompa ted. This might o ur either due to signi ant in reases in the network traÆ or due to
many long-duration onne tions. It has been observed that random dropping of pa kets, i.e. t pdump input lines will adversely a e t the quality of the re ords being generated. Thus a simplisti solution was devised that dis ards pa kets
belonging to onne tions for whom state is not
already being maintained whenever the bu er
usage approa hes the maximum available. The
onne tion key of su h an \ignored" onne tion,
i.e. the four tuple of onne tions whose pa kets
have been dis arded, is stored and all later pa kets of these onne tions are dis arded. As this
is a \droptail" approa h, the per entage of new
onne tions that are dis arded is dire tly proportional to
network load
available bu er size :
D. Driver for NFR
We use an o -the-shelf knowledge based system NFR [15℄ that ontains its own onne tion
re ord reator, an atta k signature database and
a rule appli ation engine (misuse agent). To integrate NFR into Argus, we needed to build a
driver that interfa es Argus with NFR. The fun tionality that the driver had to handle was
1. Transfer NFR alert information from NFR's
IDA to the manager of Argus.
2. Forward the manager's dire tives to NFR's
IDA. These dire tives ould be the N- ode for
new atta k signatures or threshold- hanging instru tions.
While NFR's sour e ode was available to the
resear h ommunity until a few years ba k, it is
no longer available. Hen e we fa ed the following
problems:
1. Communi ation between the IDA and the Administrative Console(Manager in NFR) is en-

rypted. This en ryption me hanism was not
known.
2. Message Ex hange Proto ol for ommuni ating with the IDA was not available.
We instead used Perl libraries that were distributed with NFR and onsisted of fun tions
(in binary) that perform the required en ryption/de ryption and message ex hange. The
IDA ommuni ation ode in Perl was embedded
into the C/C++ system of Argus using the Perl
add-on module ExtUtils::Embed. This module allows fun tion alls to native Perl methods
from within a C/C++ program as a Perl interpreter is initialized prior to the start of the
program. Our nal implementation of the NFR
diver uses only the relevant PERL fun tions that
en rypt/de rypt and has most of its fun tionality implemented in C++.
The above-mentioned s ripts only allowed for
NFR's alerts to be relayed to external agents.
NFR also provides for a GUI-based, remote deployment of new atta k signatures to the IDA
but this ould not be automated as the requisite libraries were not available. Thus new atta k signatures en oded in N-Code are urrently
stored on the NFR driver and need to be manually inserted into NFR through the GUI onsole.
We validate the orre tness/eÆ ien y of the rule
generator by manually installing the generated
signatures during experimentation.
E. Anomaly Dete tion Agents

The Anomaly dete tion agents, an example of
whi h is shown in Figure 2(b), are the appli ation
of the rules produ ed by the RIPPER based rule
generation system implemented as a part of the
learning agents. The rules produ ed by the learning agent for the purpose of anomaly dete tion
hara terize the normal pro le. The destination
ports serve as the lasses and the remaining elds
of the onne tion re ords serve as the attributes.
The anomaly agents re eive an en oded (and
ompressed) rule set from the manager and store
this in the form of a le. A on guration le des ribing the lass and attribute stru ture that is
shared between the anomaly agent and the learning agent is used to de ode and en ode the rule
set respe tivley. The lassi ation pro ess goes
through the following steps.
1. Conne tion re ords are obtained by a all to
the data leansing module.
2. Ea h onne tion re ord is then mat hed
against ea h rule of the rule set. Ea h rule in
the rule set has an asso iated fra tion alled its

on den e value. In ase of multiple mat hes,
mat hing rule with the highest on den e value
is sele ted.
3. The rule is then applied to the onne tion
re ord and the lass, whi h in this ase is the
destination port, predi ted by the rule is obtained. If the predi ted value mat hes with the
a tual value, the onne tion re ord is termed
normal. It is sent to the manager tagged as normal data with a probability of 10%. If the predi ted and the a tual values mismat h, the onne tion re ord is marked anomalous and is sent
to the manager alongwith the on den e value
of the rule used for lassi ation.
4. The above steps are repeated for new onne tion re ords.
F. Managers

This omponent of Argus (Figure 3) embodies
most of our novel ideas. The various exe ution
agents be they anomaly-based or misuse-based
send alert information to the manager. The manager is also initialized like an ordinary IDXP
agent but with slight di eren es and is multithreaded. Additionally, the manager stores a
database mapping an intrusion type to the set of
atta k response handlers to be exe uted whenever an instan e of this intrusion is observed.
The uniqueness of Argus' manager lies in the
type of data that is reported to the manager and
in the handling of this data.
The following ases are handled:
1. Re eive registration request from remote
agents: The internal data stru tures are updated
and fresh rule sets are passed out in ase of
anomaly agents.
2. Alert information re eived from NFR: An
alert informing the dete tion of this atta k is dispat hed. This ould take the form of a graphi al pop-up display, or an e-mail alert. The
orresponding atta k response handler is identied based on the type of the intrusion dete ted.
The alert information is stored in a system-wide
anomaly queue, appropriately tagged with the
sour e of dete tion in order to aid in orrelation
with later atta ks.
3. Alert information from the anomaly based
agents is re eived: The alert information is
stored in the anomaly queue along with the asso iated on den e value.
4. Rules re eived from the learning agent: If
these rules are for the anomaly based agents,
they are passed onto the anomaly agent in verbatim, along with a dire tive requesting the agent

to update its rule set. The anomaly agent updates its e e tive rule set upon re eipt of su h
a dire tive from the manager. If the rules are
for NFR, the manager translates between RIPPER's lause based rule stru ture to equivalent
N-Code lters and passes on the N- ode lter
to the NFR driver. Generation of N- ode from
the rules of the learning agent assumes that a
one-to-one map exists between the features in
the onne tion re ords and features that ould
be identi ed by NFR. If this were not the ase,
then the base lter set of NFR needs to be augmented appropriately.
The following is the fun tionality of the tagger
omponent of the manager that reads input into
the anomaly queue. If
1. The sour e of the alert is NFR: Alert data
is mat hes with pre-existing information to dete t the possibility of a distributed atta k or a
ontinuation of an earlier exploit. If su h is the
ase, the relevant alert is triggered and the orresponding response handler is alled.
2. The sour e of the alert is anomaly-based
agent: The system administrator is asked to validate the alert information and is presented with
a detailed tra e and the on den e level of the
mis-mat h. If the administrator tags it as an
alert, this tagged onne tion re ord is passed to
the learning agent whi h would generate rules for
the signature of this atta k for the knowledgebased agent. Noti e that this is an instan e of
a previously unknown atta k (or variant) being dete ted. The orresponding signature is
automati ally generated and deployed into the
database of known signatures. The only supervision required is to validate and tag the alert
information. Tagged atta ks are also mat hed
with pre-existing alert information to dete t distributed/ orrelating atta ks, and the information is stored for mat hing with later atta ks.
If the alert is tagged as an error, the ounter
of false alarms is updated. The rate of false
alarms urrently observed in the system is used
as a parameter to de ide the amount of \normal" data that needs to be passed onto the learning agent, the frequen y with whi h the learning
agent needs to re-generate rules for normal data
and the frequen y with whi h the anomaly based
systems need to age their rules. For instan e, all
of the above mentioned fa tors are dire tly proportional to the false alarm rate, with appropriate damping fa tors. Thus the anomaly agents
update their rule sets and age the older rule sets
with a greater frequen y when they per eive a

Fig. 3. Working of the Manager

higher false alarm rate.
The atta k response handlers that are alled
by the tagger omponent are de ned spe i to
the type of the intrusion and involve a tions in
spe i response to the atta k. For instan e, a
response handler might ne essitate the blo king
of an external IP address at the rewall when a
SYN FLOOD atta k is dete ted with the sour e
at that IP address. Further these handlers ould
also re-assign values of relevant thresholds in the
analyzers. For instan e, Dete tion of several
intrusions in NFR is threshold-based, relevant
threshold values may be hanged by sending appropriate dire tives to the NFR driver. For the
anomaly-based systems, one relevant threshold
is the on den e asso iated with a rule, whi h
ould be suitably hanged based on the su ess
of the result obtained by an appli ation of the
rule.
IV. Experimental Results

We su essfully built and tested a prototype
system with the implementation hoi es mentioned in Se tion III. We now des ribe our experimental setup, experien es with Argus and some
results obtained.
A. Guarding against SAINT
SAINT[22℄ is a network vulnerability analysis tool for the UNIX platform. When on gured with a distan e in hop ount and an integer probe level, it he ks all possible hosts

within distan e hops away from the host running SAINT for all vulnerabilities that are assoiated with a probe level equal to or less than
the probe level. The higher the probe level,
the greater is the potential damage that the vulnerability ould lead to. Alternatively, expli it
lists of hosts that are to be he ked for vulnerabilities (or not) are also a epted as input by
SAINT. The obje tive of this experiment was to
verify the e e tiveness of our anomaly dete tion
engines.
The testbed for this sub- lass of experiments
onsisted of the internal network of the Department of Computer S ien e at Indian Institute of
Te hnology Kanpur, that onsisted of a set of
subnets linked through swit hes. To avoid overloading the network, we had SAINT attempt to
perform a vulnerability analysis on a small set
of workstations, running one of Linux-2.2, Solaris 8 or Mi rosoft Windows 2000. NFR's IDA
needs to be installed on a dedi ated ma hine and
was installed on one of these swit hed segments,
the one that ontained the various server mahines. One anomaly agent was initialized in
ea h swit hed segment. A learning agent and a
manager were initialized on high-end Linux mahines. Finally, a set of dormant anomaly agents
were spread at random throughout the network,
ea h onsisting of a daemon waiting for the \deployment dire tive" from the manager. We believe that this is a typi al installation of Argus
on the internal network of a reasonably large or-

Con den e Threshold
Atta ks Dete ted%
False Alarm%

0.4
98
2.1

0.6
98
1.26

0.7
97
0.73

0.8
95
0.50

0.9
78
0.01

Fig. 4. Anomaly Dete tion Agents: Results

ganization.
Sin e anomaly dete tion agents in our prototype implementation were only TCP aware, we
ompared the number of distin t atta ks identied by the anomaly dete tion engines with the
number of TCP based atta ks that SAINT employs. Some of these atta ks are TCP Syn based
port s anners and TCP SYN Flood atta ks. For
a omplete list of su h atta ks, refer to [22℄. As
mentioned in Se tion III, anomaly dete tion engines apply rules to onne tion re ords and identify mis-mat hes. Corresponding to ea h mismat h the on den e estimator of the rule that
generated it, is atta hed. An anomaly dete tion
engine alerts the manager of a mis-mat h only
if the on den e value asso iated with the mismat h is greater than the threshold. By modifying the value of this threshold, we ould exer ise
a ne degree of ontrol on the per entage of atta ks observed versus the number of false alarms.
When a reported mis-mat h is tagged to be \normal" at the manager, the asso iated on den e
value asso iated with this rule is de remented by
a small value. Further, the more the number of
false alarms the faster is the rate of updation
and installation of new pro les, and aging of existing pro les. The normal pro les were trained
by having the anomaly dete tion engines run for
a few minutes before starting SAINT. Figure 4
shows the variation of per entage of TCP based
atta ks dete ted by the anomaly dete tors and
the per entage of alerts that were false-alarms
with the sensitivity of the anomaly dete tion engines.
At low thresholds, the false alarm rate is onsiderably high and the per entage of atta ks dete ted is also very high. In rease in the threshold
de reases both these rates. However the system
be omes unstable at very high on den e thresholds be ause most of the rules generated by RIPPER have on den e values in the 40-90% range.
Thus as seen in the table, we empiri ally observe
that the optimal performan e o urs at a on den e level of 0.8. At this level, the anomaly dete tion engines dete t nearly 95% of the atta ks
with as low as 0.5% false alarms. One should
note these values are rather domain-spe i . For
this reason, we did not try to optimize the values,

and just try to present a trend.
B. The Case of The Missing Signatures!

The obje tive of this experiment was to
demonstrate the ability of Argus to automatially generate signatures for hitherto unseen atta ks. The alerts generated by various agents
(anomaly dete tors as well as misuse dete tors)
are stored and temporally orrelated by the manager(s). Anomalies generated in the temporal
vi inity of an alert from a misuse dete tor are
assumed to be referring to the same event. This
is a rst- ut approximation be ause we need a
greater amount of shared knowledge between the
misuse agent and the anomaly agent in order to
lter out anomalies that are already aptured by
atta k signatures.
For the purpose of this experiment, we wrote
an appli ation that performs distributed TCP
SYN ood atta k on a host. This host was on
the swit hed segment on whi h both NFR and
an anomaly agent were present. We removed the
N- ode lter orresponding to this atta k from
NFR. Thus no misuse agent alerts were generated while anomaly alerts were generated due to
the presen e of a rule (for the normal pro le)
that bounds the number of half-SYNs present
in the network. These alerts were hen e lassi ed as orresponding to a hitherto unseen atta k and were forwarded to the learning agent for
signature generation. Upon re eipt of the ruleset hara terizing the atta k from the learning
agent, the N- ode translator in the manager generated an N- ode signature. This signature was
sent to the NFR driver where it was saved for deployment. It was manually deployed into NFR
at a later time. Continuing the SYN Flood atta k after deployment eli ited alerts from NFR,
though the name of the atta k was not SYN
Flood, sin e the tagger did not tag it with that
name.
Hen e we were able to dynami ally and automati ally generate a signature for a \new" atta k. Manually dete ting this atta k and oding
an N- ode lter for it would have been a very
umbersome task whi h was greatly automated
and simpli ed by Argus.

Fig. 5. Testbed for Atta k Correlation

C. Atta k Correlation

The obje tive of this experiment was to
demonstrate the ability of Argus to orrelate the
alert information reported by di erent analyzing
agents, and onsequently dete t distributed atta ks.
The testbed for this sub lass of experiments is
shown in Figure 5. It onsisted of a network with
multiple entry points and NFR IDAs installed
on the DMZ at ea h point of entry. Both the
target of the atta k and the Argus manager were
present on hosts inside the network.
NFR's thresholds for various atta ks are remotely on gurable. These an be adjusted to
hange NFR's sensitivity. We did a distributed
SYN Flood atta k on the target host from a set
of sour e hosts on the outside. The rates of the
half-SYNs owing through ea h entry point was
lower than NFR's threshold. Hen e no inidividual NFR IDA generated an alert, but simply \warnings". These warnings were orrelated
by the manager, as they were lustered together
(they were warnings of the same kind and they
targeted the same host on the internal network).
This aused the manager to generate a orrelated
alert that hara terizes the distributed atta k.

Flood atta k, it exe uted the atta k response
handler for this atta k. The handler aused ea h
rewall to blo k traÆ from the suspi ious hosts,
stopping the SYN Flood atta k.
E. Robustness of The Ar hite ture and Sample
Rules

In our prototype implementation, ea h host
running one or more Argus omponents has an
Argus daemon that re eives and sends information on behalf of the omponent. Ea h Argus
omponent has a unique omponent-id (CID)
and publi , private key pairs whi h are used to
ommuni ate se urely with other omponents.
All ommuni ation is addressed to and from
CIDs and a global system-wide map of CID to
IP address is maintained within rea h of ea h
daemon. This shared-daemon implementation
is light-weight and having ommuni ation addressed to the omponents allows the omponents to move seamlessly throughout the network. Ea h agent ould either establish a tive
onne tions to the remote daemon (to send or
re eive data), or passively wait for the remote
agents to onta t this agent by leaving messages
at the lo al daemon. This allows us to have
dormant daemons spread throughout the network,
allowing us to qui kly grab more samples
D. Real-time Atta k Response
from the network if ne essary, espe ially to start
The testbed for this experiment was the same agents that are previously unknown to an atas the one for the Atta k Correlation experiment ta ker or a mali ious insider. The robustness of
des ribed above. In addition, we had a rewall the ar hite ture was tested by simulating faults
at ea h gateway, and an atta k response handler in the ounterpart agents when agent ommuwas initialized at the manager for response to ni ation was underway. Of spe ial importan e,
the SYN Flood atta k. This handler updates was the need to keep the manager tolerant to
the ltering rules at ea h of the rewalls so as to mali ious pa kets dire ted at it.
blo k all traÆ from the atta k sour es, whose
Some of the sample rules generated by the
IP address gured in the warnings.
learning agent for normal traÆ are shown in
When the manager dete ted a distributed SYN Figure 6.

R1: if ls=13 and bytesF233 and dataP>29 then lass=23
R2: if ls=13 and bytesF>233 and dataP14 then lass=3128
Fig. 6. Sample rules for normal pro le

Here ls denotes the how the onne tion was
losed and the value 13 denotes that the TCP
onne tion was losed orre tly. bytesF are the
number of bytes that were sent in the forward
dire tion i.e., from the sender of the rst SYN of
the onne tion to the re eiver. In ase of symmetri al initiation of TCP onne tions, the tie is
broken arbitrarily in the order in whi h t pdump
observes these events. dataP is the number of
data pa kets that are sent in one normal onne tion. Similarly ontrP is the number of ontrol
pa kets in a onne tion. Finally the lass of a
onne tion is the destination port (servi e type)
of the rst SYN pa ket of the onne tion. Thus,
the above three rules an be paraphrased as follows:
R1: A onne tion that had very few data bytes
transmitted in the forward dire tion, a large
number of data pa kets (ea h ontaining little
data) and was losed normally, most likely is a
telnet onne tion.
R2: A onne tion that had few data pa kets, but
involved a large amount of data transfer within
these data pa kets is most likely a HTTP onne tion (Squid proxy server running on Port:3128).
Why? A normalized HTTP transfer is about 5kB
as a new HTTP onne tion is initiated for ea h
request.
Note that a on den e measure is also assoiated with ea h rule but was ignored above for
the sake of larity.
V. Related Work

Network intrusion dete tion has been a resear h problem for some time now and several experimental and ommer ial solutions have been
proposed.
Helmer et. al. [11℄ proposes an arti ially intelligent (AI) agent ar hite ture for dete ting intrusions. This work is similar to Argus in the
ommon design goal of light-weight distributed
agents. However, Argus di ers in both the number and variety of agents and leverages IDXP in
its ommuni ation framework. While Argus has
two sets of data olle ting and analyzing agents,
[11℄ proposes a plethora of agents dedi ated to
analyzing spe i sour es of information. Argus
uses unique agents alled Managers to provide
atta k response, distributed atta k orrelation

and updation of both signatures and pro les.
Cannady [3℄ proposes a neural network based
approa h to dete t spurious a tivity. Our
approa h is omplementary to this in that
we use ma hine learning algorithms in our
Anomaly/Learning agents. Further the extensibility of Argus, allows us to interfa e with su h
neural networks based agents through IDXP.
Lee et. al. [13℄, [12℄ devise automati methods for onstru ting intrusion dete tion models.
This work is ontemporary to Argus and is losest to it in that the same ma hine learning algorithm, RIPPER is deployed. However the main
fo us of Argus is in the design and implementation of an eÆ ient distributed agent ar hite ture and ommuni ation framework, while [12℄
fo uses primarily on improved data-mining based
methods to automati ally generate new atta k
signatures. Unlike [12℄, Argus also emphasizes
orrelation of atta ks and timely atta k response.
Vigna et. al. [25℄ proposes a state transition
network based approa h to dete t network intrusions. The idea is to have a \State transition
database" that spe i es a set of a tions orresponding to ea h intrusion s enario. The \a tions" spe ify the data to be olle ted or analyzed is at the urrent state before onditionally
pro eeding to a su essor state in the state transition diagram. At any point of time whether
an intrusion has been dete ted is an attribute
of the urrent \state" in whi h the system lies.
This method allows greater expressiveness in enoding atta k signatures and is easy to use, however, it is primarily a knowledge-based approa h
that relies on a known set of atta k signatures
and hen e la ks adaptability.
NFR[15℄, Emerald[7℄ and Bro[19℄ are other
expert systems that, primarily, perform knowledge based intrusion dete tion. Argus shares
the same design goals of real-time atta k response and extensibility as these systems but
also exploits the omplementary advantages of
anomaly based agents and data-mining algorithms, namely greater sensitivity to newer atta ks and automati onstru tion of ompli ated
signatures.
Pal et. al. [18℄ is representative of a di erent lass of solutions that argue the ase of intrusion toleran e, namely the need for building

systems that an tolerate and survive mali ious
atta ks. Spe i ally, this paper proposes a poli y
based approa h that allows appli ations to exeute orre tly even in orrupt environments and
proposes several obsta les in the path of an atta ker that signi antly de rease the amount of
damage that an be performed immediately after
a su essful intrusion. This proposal is omplementary to Argus.
Foster et. al. [10℄ presents a se urity ar hite ture for grid omputing that some ontend would
be the way of the future. Grid omputing envisages highly distributed deployment of resour es
whi h ould be a essed and used from anywhere
else in the grid. A greater onus on network se urity exists in a grid-like environment as more sensitive information wades through the network.
We ontend that Argus is uniquely suited for
this purpose when deployed as follows: the Grid
would be divided into multiple administrative divisions whi h would be poli ed by one or more
managers. Inter-manager ommuni ation would
be a heived through the standard Intrusion Dete tion Message Ex hange Format[5℄. Alerts or
Intrusion Dete tion Messages that are reated by
analyzing agents would be limited to the adminstrative domain of o urren e, thereby ensuring
s alability. The ar hite ture of Argus also provides for ustomization, in that the \pro les" of
normal a tivity would vary with the adminstrative domain. Pro le- Customization de reases
the number of false positives onsiderably and
thereby de reases the network traÆ .
VI. Con lusion and future work

The onstru tion of Argus demonstrates that a
mix of anomaly dete tion agents and knowledge
based agents performs better than an ar hite ture onsisting of only one variety of agents. To
the best of our knowledge Argus is the rst intrusion dete tion system that onforms to the
emerging IDXP standard and uses a mixture of
agents. We believe that intrusion dete tion systems of the future would omprise a se ure, peerto-peer infrastru ture of heterogenous independently administered systems that ommuni ate
through IDXP and ex hange alert information
onforming to the Intrusion Dete tion Message
Ex hange Format Data Model [5℄. While sophisti ated languages su h as N-Code, p-BEST that
en ode atta k signatures exist, there exists little support for en oding atta k responses. We
believe that the intrusion dete tion systems of
the future would also be equipped with real-

time response apabilities and there is mu h to
do before response-spe i ation languages of an
equivalent sophisti ation be ome available. Argus uses shell/perl/T L s ripts for this purpose.
Of great importan e is the integration of existing
network ontrol methods su h as SNMP, within
the atta k response spe i ation primitives. Intrusion Dete tion systems should also make better use of the available ICMP information.
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